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• Explain his/her own knowledge and understadning and asks apporaporte questions fo others. (PSE 

– Making relationships.)  

Looks closely at 

similarities, differences 

and change. (The 

World.)  

Know about simliarites 

and differences in 

realtin to place, 

objects, materials and 

living things. (The 

World, ELG.)  
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• Describe changes that have happened to them since they were a baby.  

• Describe some things that they can do now that they could not do before.  

• Explain how their needs have changed since they were babies. 

• Identify physical similarities between boys and girls.  

• Compare physical differences between boys and girls.  

• Recognise and use the correct names for main parts of the body including eternal genitalia.   

Identify, name, draw 

and label the basic parts 

of the human body and 

say which part of the 

body is associated with 

which sense.  
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• Describe ways that we have grown and changed.  

• Identify ways they are more independent now from when they were younger.  

• Describe additional responsibilities they have now (in class, school and at home.)  

• Identify physical similarities between boys and girls.  

• Recognise the male and female sex parts.  

• Recognise and use the correct names for main parts of the body including external genitalia.   

Understand that 

animals, including 

humans, have offspring 

which grow into adults.  
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• Recognise that everyone grows and changes through the human lifecycle.  

• Identify puberty as the time when a child grows into an adolescent (8-17) 

• Recognise there are physical changes that happen to adolescents’ bodies at this time.  

• Identify some of the physical changes that occur (e.g. body shape, voice getting deeper.)  

Identify that humans 

and some other animals 

have skeletons and 

muscles for support, 



• Recognise there are also emotional changes and that adolescents may act or behave differently to 

before, or want more privacy.  

• Recognise that everyone goes through puberty but that it can feel different for everyone.  

protection and 

movement.  
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• Identify changes in the human lifecycle.  

• Identify puberty as a time in everyone’s life when their bodies grow and change from children to 

young adults.  

• Identify that the changes are ongoing and usually happen between the ages of 8-17 years.  

• Recognise how puberty relates to the sex cells and prepares peoples bodies for the possibility of 

having children when they are adults.  

• Use the correct names of female and male reproductive organs.  

• Describe the effects of puberty on male and female bodies – how bodies grow and change.  

• Explain what happens during periods (menstruation) and ejaculation and how to manage both. 

• Explain why it is important and how to keep themselves clean during puberty.  

• Explain how feelings, emotions and relationships may change during puberty and how it may cause 

mood swings and other strong feelings.  

• Describe how everyone experiences puberty at different rates and that changes in their bodies 

will happen at exactly the right time for them.  

• Identify where to get help and support about the changes that happen at puberty.  

No science links – NEED 

to introduce this.  
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• Identify changes in the human life cycle. 

• Identify puberty as a time in everyone’s life when their bodies grow and change from children to 

young adults. 

• Identify that changes are ongoing and usually happen between the ages of 8-17. 

• Recognise how puberty relates to the sex cells and prepares people’s bodies for the possibility of 

having children when they are adults. 

• Use the correct names of female and male reproductive organs 

• Describe the effects of puberty on male and female bodies-how bodies grow and change. 

• Explain what happens during periods (menstruation) and ejaculation and how to manage both. 

• Explain why it is important and how to keep themselves clean during puberty. 

Describe the changes as 

humans develop to old 

age.  



• Explain how feelings, emotions, and relationships may change during puberty and how it may cause 

mood swings and other strong feelings. 

• Describe how everyone experiences puberty at different rates and that changes in their bodies 

will happen at exactly the right time for them. 

• Identify where to get help and support about the changes that happen at puberty. 

• Identify the links between love, committed relationships/marriage and conception 

• Correctly name male and female body parts associated with conception 

• Identify how the sex parts relate to how a baby is made 

• Explain that a baby is made when sperm (male) meets an egg (female) and the fertilized egg 

settles into the lining of the womb (female) 

• Identify what sexual intercourse is and explain that this maybe one part of an intimate 

relationship between consenting adults. 

• Explain in simple terms what is meant by consenting/ consent. 

• Explain what pregnancy means, how long it lasts and where it occurs 

• Recognise the different responsibilities of parents and carers and how having a baby changes 

their life. 

• Explain that everyone has the right to look after and protect their own body. 

• identify what the letters ‘FGM’ stand for and that it is also known by other words (e.g. ‘cutting’) 

• recognise that FGM physical abuse and to do this to someone is a serious crime (is illegal) 

• know what FGM physically entails and that myths can be told about it which are not true 

•  identify the risks that FGM can have on a person’s present and future health 

• explain the importance of speaking out about FGM 

• identify how someone can get help or advice (for themselves or another person) 

• recognise the importance of telling a trusted adult quickly if they think this might happen 
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• recap the learning outcomes from years 4 and/or years 5 (H18) – see Additional Guidance 

• describe how to manage physical changes of puberty 

• explain how to manage some of the emotional changes associated with puberty. 

• identify the links between love, committed relationships/marriage and conception 

• correctly name male and female body parts associated with conception 

Recognise the impact of 

diet, exercise, drugs 

and lifestyle on the way 

their body functions.  



• identify how the sex parts relate to how a baby is made 

• explain that a baby is made when a sperm (male) meets an egg /ovum (female) and then the 

fertilised egg settles into the lining of the womb (female) 

• identify what sexual intercourse is and explain that this may be one part of an intimate 

relationship between consenting adults 

• explain in simple terms what is meant by ‘consenting’/’consent’ 

• explain what pregnancy means, how long it lasts and where it occurs 

• recognise the different responsibilities of parents and carers and how having a baby changes 

their life 

• recognise that pregnancy can be prevented with ‘contraception’ 

• explain that condom can prevent sperm from meeting an egg and therefore can prevent 

fertilisation as well as protecting against infections 

• recognise that women can take a pill to stop an egg from being released and that this is another 

form of contraception 

• explain that everyone has a right to look after and protect their own body 

• identify what the letters ‘FGM’ stand for and that it is also known by other words (e.g. ‘cutting’) 

• recognise that FGM physical abuse and to do this to someone is a serious crime (is illegal) 

• know what FGM physically entails and that myths can be told about it which are not true 

•  identify the risks that FGM can have on a person’s present and future health 

• explain the importance of speaking out about FGM 

•  identify how someone can get help or advice (for themselves or another person) 

• recognise the importance of telling a trusted adult quickly if they think this might happen 
 


